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Interested in drug safety? Drug Exclusivity Exclusivity is the sole marketing rights granted by the FDA to a
manufacturer upon the approval of a drug and may run simultaneously with a patent. As a result, a mail-order pharmacy,
for instance, may dispense one generic manufacturer's statin drug one month and refill it a month later with the same
drug made by a different manufacturer. Print this page Add to My Med List. If you are on a personal connection, like at
home, you can run an anti-virus scan on your device to make sure it is not infected with malware. The drug
manufacturers who make these generics negotiate deals with pharmacies, mail-order pharmacy benefit managers and
hospital formularies, which are constantly shopping for the best prices. But the generic versions of Lipitor are typically
different from one another, and the Pfizer -made original, in size, shape, color and formulation. Osmolex ER Osmolex
ER amantadine hydrochloride is a proprietary formulation of immediate release and Lipitor is a brand name of
atorvastatin , approved by the FDA in the following formulation s:. Lipitor Rating 57 User Reviews 6. Follow me on
Twitter at LAT melissahealy. Multisource drug products listed under the same heading i. Ask your health care provider
for advice if you are unsure about the online purchase of any medication. Exclusivity is a statutory provision and is
granted to an NDA applicant if statutory requirements are met.Generic drug availability, manufacturer information, and
patent status on Lipitor. A generic version of Lipitor has been approved by the FDA. However, this does not A drug
company seeking approval to market a generic equivalent must refer to the Reference Listed Drug in its Abbreviated
New Drug Application (ANDA). Nov 29, - But Pfizer, the giant drug company that makes Lipitor, isn't taking this lying
down. With a "The FDA imposes strict manufacturing parameters on the makers of generic drugs," Santa tells WebMD.
"The two companies making generic atorvastatin are good companies with good track records," Santa says. Atorvastatin
Branded drug: Lipitor U.S. sales: $ billion Companies: Daiichi Sankyo/Ranbaxy Laboratories, $ billion; Watson
Pharmaceuticals, $ billion boost for Ranbaxy, which has been laboring under tight FDA oversight for earlier submitting
falsified data and having serious manufacturing problems. Nov 23, - It should come as no surprise that HMOs, insurance
companies and many patients were thrilled to learn that Lipitor lost its patent last November and would become
available as generic atorvastatin at a reduced price. The first manufacturer to market a generic version of Lipitor in the
U.S. was an Indian. Jun 15, - Atorvastatin, the generic form of Lipitor, is actually Atorvastatin Calcium, but for
simplicity's sake, it's most often referred to simply as Atorvastatin. One of the statin drugs, it's primary use is limiting
the body's production of cholesterol. The most recent recall of this drug was issued on 3/20/ A Class II recall. Feb 22, Ranbaxy in November recalled its atorvastatin from the rubeninorchids.com and stopped manufacturing the widely used
cholesterollowering medicine after the company discovered contaminationwith tiny glass particles in certain lots of 10
milligram, 20 mgand 40 mg doses of the drug. Atorvastatin is the generic. May 4, - As this was happening, Pfizer made
plans to manufacture its own generic Lipitor, to be distributed by Watson Pharmaceuticals, even as it continues to sell
the name-brand version itself. Increasingly, brand-name companies are doing this. Once a drug goes generic, "the brand
goes down the tubes in a hurry. Apr 6, - One of the ways branded drug manufacturers prevent competition is simple:
cash. In so-called pay for delay agreements, a brand drug company simply pays a generic company not to launch a
version of a drug. The Federal Trade Commission estimates these pacts cost U.S. consumers and taxpayers $ Dec 1, The U.S. Food and Drug Administration said it granted Ranbaxy Laboratories Ltd. approval to sell a generic version of
Pfizer Inc.'s Lipitor, called atorvastatin calcium. The last-minute decision ended widespread speculation over the
outcome of a delay caused by long-standing manufacturing issues at some. Nov 23, - Generics from other manufacturers
have not been recalled. The recall is a small positive for Pfizer, which makes branded Lipitor. Pfizer has a generic drug
division named Greenstone and some consumers might feel most comfortable asking for the Greenstone generic Lipitor.
The Ranbaxy recall comes.
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